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Abstract — PT PLN (Persero) Electricity Maintenance Center, hereinafter referred to as PLN Pusharlis, is a PLN support unit that focuses on fulfilling roles in Reverse Engineering, Manufacturing, and Quality Control of power plant equipment. Knowing that the government has launched the 35,000 MW program as an effort to realize public welfare and to overcome the shortage of electricity supply in areas with electricity deficit status, PLN Pusharlis has a role in fulfilling the electricity component. To realize this role, good internal company conditions are needed. However, on its internal conditions, it is known that 70% of the total employees not yet possessing competency certification and currently, PLN Pusharlis has not linked its strategy with future roles to support the fulfillment of the electricity component for 35,000 MW program because the project has not been completed, while the role of PLN Pusharlis is to provide electricity components for existing generators. This research aims to identify and improve the PLN Pusharlis business strategy to support the fulfillment of the electricity component supported by good internal conditions. The conceptual framework used in this research begins with analyzing the external environment through PESTLE, Porter’s Five Forces Model, and competitor analysis as well as internal environment through resource analysis, value chain analysis, and core competencies. Then the results of the external and internal analysis are summarized in a SWOT analysis to determine the TOWS Matrix which is used as a reference in determining the proposed strategy. The strategy that will be applied based on the results of this study is the Integrated Cost Leadership/Differentiation strategy. The development of this strategy is expected to assist PLN Pusharlis in increasing its role as a support service unit engaged in Reverse Engineering and Electrical Equipment Manufacturing.

Index Terms — Business Strategy, Electricity, Reverse Engineering, Integrated Cost Leadership/Differentiation.

I. INTRODUCTION AND RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

The national electricity condition until the end of 2018 shows that the total installed capacity of power plants nationally is 64,924.80 MW (based on the electricity statistics report published by the Secretariat General of Electricity in 2018). This number increased by 4.38% compared to the previous year with an installed capacity of 62,202.94 MW [1]. This shows that current electricity consumption continues to increase which is also indicated by the increasing number of customers. The increasing number of customers, the wider business area served, as well as the increasing demands of the community for speed of service, electricity quality, and transaction accuracy, require PT PLN (Persero) or hereinafter referred to as PLN as a state-owned company that deals with all aspects of electricity in Indonesia to adjust the business processes and improve service products ahead of customer needs. Realizing the public welfare and to overcome the problem of power supply shortages in areas with electricity deficit status, the government launched the "35,000 MW Program for Indonesia". This becomes a big responsibility not only for PLN but also for other PLN work units such as PT PLN (Persero) Electricity Maintenance Center or hereinafter referred to as PLN Pusharlis. PLN Pusharlis focuses on fulfilling roles in Reverse Engineering, Manufacturing, and Quality Control of power plant equipment. Currently, the reverse engineering method is being promoted by the government to support Indonesia to achieve an "innovation-driven economy" [2] and become a nation-based research and innovation national industry, where innovation can be achieved through three ways namely research, design engineering, and reverse engineering.

A. Statement of the Problem

Knowing the Government launched the 35,000 MW program, PLN Pusharlis has a role in fulfilling the electricity part. Realizing this role, good internal company conditions such as the quality of human resources and the assignment mechanism are needed. In terms of resources, it is known that 70% of the total number of employees not yet possessing competency certification both related to process, product, marketing, and support thus causing a reduction in competencies owned by PLN Pusharlis in running its business and affecting the process of achieving the targets set by PLN, then until the end of 2018 there was still no completion of the assignment process on time, this happens because the assignment trend received by PLN Pusharlis continues to increase. Also, PLN Pusharlis has not linked the current strategy to its future role in supporting the fulfillment of the electricity portion of the 35,000 MW program because the project has not been completed while the role of PLN Pusharlis is to provide electricity parts for existing power plants.

B. Research Objectives

This study aims to determine the appropriate strategy that can be carried out by PLN Pusharlis strategy to support the fulfillment of the electricity part of the current 35,000 MW program, seeing the role taken from PLN Pusharlis is to provide electricity parts that have been damaged by using the reverse engineering method.
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II. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The research method used in this study is a literature study, analytical management tools, and supporting data related to this study. A literature study is obtained from books. Analytical management tools are obtained from the company's environmental analysis both external and internal conditions, where analyzing the external environment using several tools such as PESTLE Analysis, Porter's 5 Forces Model, and competitor analysis, as well as internal environment analysis through resource analysis, value chain analysis, and core competencies. Then the results of the external and internal analysis are summarized in the SWOT analysis which will be used to determine strategy development. While supporting data is obtained from related company reports, interviews with interested parties, and officially published reports such as the Ministry of Energy and Mineral resources.

III. EXTERNAL ANALYSIS

External analysis is carried out to determine the opportunities and threats that occur, both in the macro-environment, industry, and competition. External analysis in this study is carried out through PESTLE Analysis and Porter's 5 Forces analysis.

A. PESTEL Analysis

1. Political/Legal

The government supports the application of reverse engineering because it is a form of acceleration of Indonesia in innovation. Reverse engineering in the electricity industry is regulated in Government Regulations as stated in Presidential Regulation of the Republic of Indonesia Number 4 of 2016 (has been changed to Number 14 of 2017) concerning the Acceleration of Electricity Infrastructure Development as listed in Chapter IV regarding the Use of Domestic Goods/Services article 15 paragraph (2) which reads, “The use of domestic goods/services as referred to in paragraph (1) is carried out through a) the application of the open book system; b) granting price preferences, or c) reverse engineering.” Other than that, the government, especially BPPT (Agency for Assessment and Application of Technology) supports Indonesia to become a nation-based research and innovation industry, where innovation can be achieved in three ways, namely research, design engineering, and reverse engineering.

The act of reverse engineering (reengineering) according to the Trade Secret Act (UURD) is an act of analysis and evaluation to find out the information about existing technology. The UURD does not consider violations of Trade Secrets to reverse engineering activities when re-engineering of products resulting from the use of Trade Secrets of others is carried out solely for the benefit of further development.

2. Economic

The Indonesian economy is currently at an economic level based on increasing efficiency. This needs to be encouraged to achieve economic levels based on innovation and sophistication so that we can catch up and create leaps and bounds. Knowing that Indonesia is currently accelerating the achievement of an "innovation-driven economy”, it requires innovation that can be part of economic growth, where one of its forms is without having to do basic research but by the application of reverse engineering as an acceleration. According to the Head of the Agency for the Assessment and Application of Technology (BPPT), that in the US, new inventions that have succeeded in becoming products of innovation are only five percent of existing inventions. While the application of reverse engineering can drive the success of new product innovations by 80%. Developed countries penetrate the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) per capita at 12,000 USD while Indonesia is at a GDP of 3,604 USD, and China is around 8,000 USD.

According to Minister of Finance Sri Mulyani, to increase the value of GDP requires a large investment, while to attract investors, infrastructure development and the quality of human resources must be improved [3]. This is in line with the needs of Indonesia if it wants to become a developed country through reverse engineering activities, which according to the Head of the Assessment and Application of Technology Agency (BPPT) Superior Priyanto in the law-justice.co article said that reverse engineering can encourage Indonesia to become a developed country so that basic research is not required and according to him Indonesia still has the opportunity to produce innovation because Indonesia is still experiencing a demographic bonus until 2030 (total population of productive age > total population of unproductive age) so it needs to increase human resources to give birth to various innovations.

3. Socio-Cultural

Reverse engineering is a multidisciplinary approach and almost certainly can be applied to all fields of industry universally. The main consideration of the application of reverse engineering is to bring back copies of the original part or trace back what events have occurred. Reverse engineering is widely applied in the industrial world, such as thousands of parts successfully reappeared every year by using reverse engineering to meet the demands of a multibillion-dollar market. Digital reverse engineering applications continue to penetrate various fields such as the home industry, the medical industry, the food industry, any industry will undoubtedly be increasingly developed and increasingly personal and custom. Considering that PLN Pusharlis is the only PLN unit engaged in manufacturing using reverse engineering, it is expected to have a major contribution to the PLN economy which will have an impact on the Indonesian economy.

4. Technology

Technological developments have affected all sectors of life, including the manufacturing industry. According to the Head of the Agency for the Assessment and Application of Technology (BPPT) Unggul Priyanto in the law-justice.co article said that reverse engineering can push Indonesia to become a developed country so that basic research is not necessary. Reverse engineering is a leap forward strategy to catch up with technology and become one of the various trends in the manufacturing technology industry in Indonesia in 2019 carried out by utilizing 3D scanning technology that can accelerate the achievement of
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Indonesia's "innovation-driven economy". Digital reverse engineering applications continue to penetrate various fields such as the home industry, the medical industry, the food industry, any industry will undoubtedly develop and become more personal and custom, especially because of the ease of being reproduced as a result of the development of increasingly sophisticated 3D printers, increasingly personal or sectoral.

According to the Head of BPPT, to be an industrial country, what is needed is innovation. Innovation can be achieved in three ways namely, innovation through research, innovation through engineering design, and innovation through reverse engineering. If Indonesia wants to become an industrial country by relying on basic research it will take a long time. For acceleration, reverse engineering is needed.

5. Environment

B. Porter’s 5 Forces
The industry is a group of companies that produce products that are the closest substitutes. Analysis of the industry is carried out through Porter’s 5 Forces through several aspects including bargaining power of suppliers, bargaining power of buyers, the threat of substitutes, the threat of new entrants, and rivalry among existing competitors. Analysis of the industry will determine the level of attractiveness of the industry that will affect the expected profitability in an industry [4].

- Bargaining Power of Supplier
PLN Pusharlis as a PLN supporting unit engaged in the design and reverse engineering of electrical equipment has a Low Bargaining Power of Supplier. This happens because PLN Pusharlis will choose suppliers who offer competitive/inexpensive raw material prices with good quality and specifications by PLN Pusharlis desires. So, if there are suppliers who offer products with appropriate specifications, good quality, and at low prices, it will be an option to be used as a supplier of raw materials.

- Bargaining Power of Buyers
Bargaining power of buyers PLN Pusharlis in selling services in the form of design and reverse engineering is Low to Moderate. This happens because customers of PLN Pusharlis are work units of PLN (Region, Distribution, Transmission, Power Plant) and its subsidiary that has been appealed by the Central PLN to cooperate with PLN Pusharlis.

- Threat of Substitute
The threat of substitutes still tends to be Moderate. This happens because there are still identical companies that can be the choice to produce the products needed if they have good quality and low prices (according to the agreement). So that the level of substitute threats is important to note because there is no dependence on selected companies, outside the Central PLN regulation which appeals to the work unit of PLN and its subsidiaries to work with PLN Pusharlis to meet the needs of electrical equipment.

- Threat of New Entrants
The challenge to enter into manufacturing industry in the field of design and reverse engineering is quite difficult because it requires sophisticated technology and currently the Central PLN regulation has been applied which states that all PLN units must collaborate with PLN Pusharlis to produce electrical equipment needs, so the threat of new entrants still tends to be Low. This happens because it takes a large cost to provide qualified technology to be able to produce good quality products.

- Rivalry Among Existing Competitor
Manufacturing industry competition in the field of design and reverse engineering at this time is quite High considering the reverse engineering activities have been supported by the government especially the Agency for the Assessment and Application of Technology (BPPT) in accelerating innovation. This causes many companies to do reverse engineering methods as a form of accelerating innovation, but what distinguishes between companies is the technology they have, the quality they produce, and the price offered. Therefore, the level of competition with competitors is quite high.

IV. BUSINESS-LEVEL STRATEGY
Each company must develop and implement a business-level strategy to gain competitive advantage by utilizing core competencies in certain markets to create a difference and the company's position with its competitors, whether it intends to perform activities differently or to perform different activities [5]. There are five types of business-level strategies that companies must choose to build and maintain the desired strategic position against competitors, including Cost Leadership, Differentiation, Focused Cost Leadership, Focused Differentiation, and Integrated Cost Leadership/Differentiation [5].

Based on the explanation of the five business-level strategies above and as discussed in the previous chapter, Integrated Cost Leadership/Differentiation Strategies will be the right strategy for PLN Pusharlis seeing the purpose of using this strategy is to produce products efficiently with several different features. Besides that, the Integrated Cost Leadership/Differentiation strategy is in line with one of PLN Pusharlis' missions is providing optimal added value to the PLN Group by optimizing the cost efficiency and meeting the needs of developing innovative works to support the growth of the domestic industry. The form of cost leadership strategy that can be generated by PLN Pusharlis is to streamline PLN's operating costs, especially maintenance and investment costs, and streamline assignment costs such as the addition of new equipment or machinery to reduce workmanship in external workshops and increase HR competency. While the form of differentiation strategy that can be generated by PLN Pusharlis is to utilize the reverse engineering method as one of the methods of acceleration of Electricity Infrastructure.
Development.

Besides, another reason for choosing Integrated Cost Leadership/Differentiation strategy for PLN Pusharlis is that PLN Pusharlis has a workflow process role in the form of reverse engineering (RE), manufacturing, quality control, and quality assurance or abbreviated as ReMQC & QA, which is used as a target to provide added value to asset owners namely PLN and generating units. So that PLN Pusharlis must be able to provide options and benefits for asset owners to improve cost efficiency and increase the useful life of assets through reverse engineering, repair and reconditioning programs that result in the age and lifetime of assets that can be extended, and there will be an increase in availability and reliability that results in increased production. Also, related to the PLN’s duty from the government to reduce the cost of electricity supply, in line with PLN’s business portfolio, according to the company’s long-term report, the outline of PLN Pusharlis’ strategy in the next five years is to optimize cost efficiency, especially for PLN maintenance costs, where PLN Pusharlis is projected to be a unit that handles manufacturing for generating, transmission and distribution equipment that contributes to increasing the Domestic Component Level by utilizing reverse engineering capabilities and maximizing the use of assets through strategic partnerships with other equipment manufacturers.

Therefore, by proposing an Integrated Cost Leadership/Differentiation strategy for PLN Pusharlis is important because PLN Pusharlis is PLN’s backbone, a source of differentiation or uniqueness from PLN, so PLN’s future development must be supported primarily by engineering including PLN Pusharlis. In addition to supporting PLN Pusharlis’s mission, namely (1) providing optimal added value to the PLN Group, by carrying out related activities, to ensure business continuity, optimization of cost efficiency, superior capability in the industry, increase in profit contribution, and/or development of new businesses, (2) carrying out a quality control system on repair, reverse engineering, and manufacturing of electrical components to support PLN’s performance to ensure the availability of reliable and efficient power supplies, and (3) acting to meet the needs of emergency repair and development of innovative works that support the growth of the domestic industry. Where this strategy will also be used as an action by PLN Pusharlis in competing in its industry and based on the company’s long-term report, in 2021 PLN Pusharlis will become a subsidiary so that this strategy is expected to be able to support PLN Pusharlis in conducting its business in the electricity sector.

V. TOWS ANALYSIS

TOWS matrix is a matrix that illustrates how the conditions of opportunities and threats faced by the company can be adjusted to the conditions of the company’s strengths and weaknesses so that they can generate strategic alternatives [5]. Four alternative strategies can be generated by TOWS Matrix, namely SO Strategies, WO Strategies, ST Strategies, and WT Strategies. SO (Strengths-Opportunities) Strategies are strategies that use the company’s strengths to take advantage of opportunities faced by the company. WO (Weakness-Opportunities) Strategies are strategies that overcome the company’s weaknesses by utilizing existing opportunities. ST (Strengths-Threats) Strategies are strategies that use the company’s strengths to avoid threats faced by the company. WT (Weakness-Threats) Strategies are strategies that aim to reduce the company’s weaknesses and minimize the threats that occur [6]. The following is a TOWS analysis PLN Pusharlis:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STRATEGIES</th>
<th>WEAKNESS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Financial resource from other units or subsidiaries</td>
<td>W1 Internal funding resources in manufacturing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most employees age 15 years</td>
<td>W2 Unfavorable working capital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High design &amp; reverse engineering method</td>
<td>W3 Wages of service and maintenance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No maintenance for electricity products</td>
<td>W4 5% of the total number of employees are not possessing competency certification, both related to process, product marketing or support.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The number of competitors have equipment with larger capacity</td>
<td>W5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The number of employees who have completed reverse engineering</td>
<td>W6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The process of getting a job through recruitment is not efficient</td>
<td>W7 The market only includes PLN and subsidiaries or it is not feasible to find similar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The use of the existing testing process</td>
<td>W8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLN Pusharlis is the only PLN unit engaged in manufacturing</td>
<td>W9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Producing various types of electricity products</td>
<td>W10 Not all work procedures are standardized</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OPPORTUNITIES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SO - STRATEGIES</th>
<th>WO - STRATEGIES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Government support (Presidential Regulation of the Republic of Indonesia Number 6 of 2016)</td>
<td>Increase the number and qualification of companies in accordance with the competitiveness needed (W1, W4, G1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTPI (Agency for Assessment and Application of Technology) supports reverse engineering activities as a step to innovation</td>
<td>Improve the ability and competiveness of companies in the field of reverse engineering in order to be competitive with competition (S1, G1, G2, G3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reverse engineering activities and pathshelves to become a developed country</td>
<td>Increase the capability of facilities and infrastructures to support reverse engineering activities (S1, S7, G1, G2, G3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reverse engineering is not a violation of Trade Secret (if it is done for further development purpose)</td>
<td>Increase HR certification activities related to process, product marketing, and support (W9, G1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central PLN has appealed on the PLN unit and its subsidiaries to work with PLN Pusharlis</td>
<td>Collaborate with other companies that related to electricity and manufacturing to become market share (W9, G4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**THREATS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ST - STRATEGIES</th>
<th>WT - STRATEGIES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Changes in Central PLN policy</td>
<td>Increase the quality of products produced, both in terms of material to the final service (S5, S10, T2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competitors can provide competitive price, better quality, and faster delivery</td>
<td>Conduct HR sustainable process in accordance with the competences required by the company’s related to process marketing or support (W1, W4, T1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Releasing image of PLN Pusharlis due to project failure</td>
<td>Improve the capability and competences required by the companies conducting legal training (W9, W4, T2, T4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduced HR competencies, especially related to the application of reverse engineering method</td>
<td>Improve the ability and competences for each HR in each field occupied (S2, T1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Release competitive advantage of PLN Pusharlis (S3, S5, T2)</td>
<td>Increase the capability of operational facilities owned by PLN Pusharlis (W7, W5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase communication and coordination between the Central PLN and PLN Pusharlis (S5, T1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal strengthening to be able to seize market opportunities (S4, T2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 1. PLN Pusharlis TOWS Matrix.**

VI. CONCLUSION

PLN Pusharlis is one of the PLN units that supports the 35,000 MW program. PLN Pusharlis focuses on fulfilling roles in Reverse Engineering, Manufacturing, and Quality Control of power plant equipment. To support the fulfillment of the electricity part of the 35,000 MW program, PLN Pusharlis must have the right strategy in carrying out its business. So, to find out this strategy an analysis of the company’s environmental conditions through external and internal analysis is needed. External analysis is
carried out to determine opportunities and threats that occur, both in the macro, industrial and competitive environments. External analysis in this study is carried out through PESTLE Analysis and Porter’s 5 Forces. Whereas in internal analysis, there are two main scopes, namely resource analysis, and value chain activity, which are used as the basis for superior capabilities and competencies in achieving a competitive advantage.

After analyzing the company’s environmental conditions and discovering the problems that occur, then a business strategy formulation is carried out using the TOWS Matrix. The business strategy formulation aims to find out the company’s position and create a competitive advantage.

Therefore, the suitable business-level strategy that can be implemented for PLN Pusharlis to support 35,000 MW project is Integrated Cost Leadership/Differentiation Strategies because the purpose of using this strategy is to produce products efficiently with several different features. Besides that, the Integrated Cost Leadership/Differentiation strategy is in line with one of PLN Pusharlis’ mission is providing optimal added value to the PLN Group by optimizing the cost efficiency and meeting the needs of developing innovative works to support the growth of the domestic industry. The form of cost leadership strategy that can be generated by PLN Pusharlis is to streamline PLN’s operating costs, especially maintenance and investment costs, and streamline assignment costs such as the addition of new equipment or machinery to reduce workmanship in external workshops and increase HR competency. While the form of differentiation strategy that can be generated by PLN Pusharlis is to utilize the reverse engineering method as one of the methods of acceleration of Electricity Infrastructure Development.
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